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ABSTRACT
 
We Start with a discussion of the equilibriiom equation
 
of classical elasticity. We then take a look at a
 
representation we call the Sarli-Torner model. Their
 
representation involves a number of variables. We e^^plore
 
the deformation of the unit disk using the above
 
representation by assigning values to the variables developed
 
in the above representation. The resulting deformed disks
 
are graphed and examined to determine which represent
 
realistic deformations.
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CHAPTER 1
 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
 
It is the purpose of this project to investigate a new
 
representation of elastic deformation fields in the plane
 
using matrix representations of the complex numbers. We will
 
investigate how the field can be altered by different
 
representations by plotting deformations of the unit disk.
 
This study will be a phenomenological investigation which
 
requires the use of today's modern computers. Such,a method
 
can make discoveries which may otherwise go unnoticed. Much
 
in nature is discovered by observation. For example, many of
 
the recent discoveries in the study of chaos have been made
 
by investigations by computers where values in parameters can
 
be varied and the resulting effects can be observed and
 
classified. As in the studies of chaos, this paper
 
investigates the effects of varying values in representations
 
and, in this case, observing and classifying the resulting
 
deformations in the unit disk.
 
CHAPTER 2
 
THE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION OF CLASSICAL ELASTICITY
 
We will look at elasticity as the displacement of points
 
in an elastic substance due to forces applied to the surface
 
of a body. We will take the body to be in the shape of a
 
solid cylinder with idealized forces applied to the surface
 
in such a way that displacement takes place in the
 
perpendicular cross sections of the cylinder. A two-

dimensional slice will be represented by the unit disk in
 
and the displacement of the points will be represented by
 
two-dimensional displacement vectors.
 
An elastic deformation field must satisfy an equilibrium
 
equation. For a body subjected to surface forces only and
 
satisfying the conditions of Hooke's Law, the form of the
 
static equilibrium equation being used is
 
Ax =
 
In the above equation X is a displacement vector with 
components U and V in two dimensions. V • X is the 
divergence of X (div X) and V(V ■ X) is the gradient of the 
divergence of X (grad(div X)). AX is the Laplacian computed 
by letting the operator A act on the components U and V of X.
 
The Laplacian of a scalar function of Scalar variables,
 
symbolized as A, is identical to the div grad. Using
 
  
components U and V, we have the following representation in
 
rectangular coordinates
 
I' An\ (u +17yy ^
ZAU ^XX 

Ax =
 
yAV, VXX + Vyy J
 
In the equilibrium equation, V is Poisson's ratio, a
 
dimensionless constant of the material. If a substance were
 
to be made into the shape of a rod and the forces to deform
 
the rod were to act uniformly over the end surfaces, then the
 
Poisson ratio would be the ratio of the transverse
 
compression to the longitudinal extension. Poisson's ratio
 
can be written in terms of the modulus of compression, K, and
 
the modulus of rigidity, jx, as
 
_ 3K - 2|X
 
2{3K + |l) *
 
Stokes made the observation that resistance to compression
 
and resistance to shearing are the two fundamental kinds of
 
elastic resistance in isotropic bodies^. He introduced the
 
two principal moduli of elasticity mentioned here. K and |X
 
are always positive^, so Poisson's ratio can vary between -1
 
(for K = 0) and 2 (for (i = 0). Also, there is no known
 
^ A. E. H. Love, A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory
 
of Elasticitv (New York: Dover Publications, 1944), 12
 
^ h. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Course of Theoretical
 
Physics, vol. 7, Theorv of Elasticitv (New York: Pergamon
 
Press, 1986)
 
 substance for which v < 0 (material which would expand
 
transversely when stretched longitudinally). So, in
 
1
 
practice, Poisson's ratio varies only between 0 and
 
J. C. Maxwell discovered that solutions to the
 
equilibrium equation have biharmonic component functions.
 
Biharmonic functions satisfy the biharmonic equation.
 
(02 02
 
+ f = 0
 dx' dy,2
 
This equation is the result of applying the Laplace operator
 
twice and could have been written as
 
- AAf = 0'
 
Solutions to the equilibrium equation can be derived
 
from a Galerkin vector. A Galerkin vector is a vector field
 
with biharmonic vector components from which we form a linear
 
combination of the Laplacian and Grad(Div). This resulting
 
linear combination will solve the equilibrium equation. If X
 
is any vector field with biharmonic component functions then
 
Y = aAx + p V(V • x)
 
solves the equilibrium equation
 
Ay = V^(V • Y)

2V-1 ^
 
  
 
 
 
for some value v. The value of v is a function only of the
 
scalars used in the linear combination. The proof of this
 
follows:
 
X =
 
Here U and V must have continuous first, second, third, and
 
fourth derivatives on the interval involved. Also, U and V
 
are biharmonic, that is A(AU) = 0 and A(AV) =0.
 
Y = aAx + V(V • x)
 
a
Y = 
^Au^
+^ V(d^ + Vy)
 
u + u u + V ^
 
XX yy XX xy
 
Y = a
 
V + V , V
XX yy J 'V xy + yy J
 
f ooj + ecu + Bu +Bv aAu + + pv
XX yy ^ XX ^ xy xy
 
av + av + flu + Bv
 
Y = 
XX yy ^ xy ^ yy y PAV + Pu^^ + pvyy J
 
aA(AD)+ + pv^+
 
Ay = 
«A(Av)+Pa^+pa^+ pv^+ pv^j
 
fTJ +U +V +V ^
 
xxxx xxyy xxxy yyyy

Ay = p
 
U + U + V + V

V xxxy xyyy xxyy yyyy y
 
VY = caj + oxs + Pa + Pv + (XV + (XV + Pa + Pv
XXX xyy " xxx ^ xxy xxy yyyvw r- xw
" yy ^
 yyy
 
V . Y =(« + p)(xj^ + + V^)
 
  
 
f xj +U +V + V A
 
xxxx xxyy xxyy xyyy
V(V • Y)=(a + 15)
 
, U + U + V + V
 
xxxy xyyy xxyy yyyy y
 
Ay _ V(V • y)
 
P a + p
 
AY = ^ V(V • y)
 
a + p
 
Comparing the above equation to the equation
 
it can be seen that
 
^ ' 
; 2V - 1 a:'+:p-; ■/ ;; 
The above equation can be solved for v to give 
a ' 
V = —- + 1
2P 
Classical theory requires that v be in the interval [O,^], 
though this is not necessary to solve the equilibrium 
equation formally. (For comparison, the value of v for 
rubber is near ^ and for a billiard ball is near 34-) The 
linear combination of the Laplacian and Grad(Div) can be 
adjusted so that value of v falls into the correct interval, 
as can be seen by the above calculations. 
 CHAPTER 3
 
THE SARLI-TORNER MODEL
 
We are interested in complex functions of a complex
 
variable z = x + iy which have complex derivatives at every
 
point in a region R. Such functions are called complex
 
analytic in R. A real-valued function of the variables x and
 
y which possesses continuous second partial derivatives and
 
satisfies Laplace's equation is called a harmonic function.
 
Two harmonic functions u and v so related that u + iv is an
 
analytic function are called conjugate harmonic functions.
 
A complex function
 
/(z) = w
 
will be used to map complex numbers to complex numbers
 
/: C ^ C
 
We can separate w into a real and an imaginary part
 
w = u + vi
 
where u is the real part and v is the imaginary part. The
 
function /(z) can therefore be thought of as taking a point
 
on the real plane to a point on the real plane:
 
/: R^
 
, 7
 
Now since the complex number you start with can be
 
thought of as being formed from a point in a plane by the
 
fact that
 
z = X + iy
 
we can think of the function /(z) as a function of x and y
 
from the real plane, /(x,y). Now /(x,y) will have a complex
 
value whose real and imaginary parts are both functions of
 
the original X and y.
 
/(z) = u + vi
 
can be rewritten as
 
/(x,y) = u(x,y) + v(x,y)i
 
We wish to work with displacement fields so we need to change
 
the function slightly. Let us define the following changes:
 
u{x,y)= u(x,y)- X
 
V{x,y)= v(x,y)- y
 
Now our new displacement function can be written in matrix
 
format as
 
U(x,y)

f(x,y)=
 
y(x,y)
 
A function /(z) that is compiex analytic in R has a
 
complex Taylor expansion about each point a e R. In this
 
paper we will take the value of a to be zero. So, /(z) can
 
be written
 
f(z) = £C„z°
 
n=0
 
on some disk of positive radius contained in R.
 
Since /(z) is complex analytic the Cauchy-Riemann equations
 
hold true:
 
/(z) = /(x,y) = U(x,y) + V(x,y)i
 
ilL -^ and — —
 
dx dy dy dx
 
Now /(z) creates a vector field on R^, which is closely
 
related to a harmonic vector field. A harmonic vector field
 
is one which is both divergence and curl free. To be
 
divergence free we must have
 
div(/(x,y)) = 0
 
dU dV
 
dx dy ~
 
dU _ dV
 
dx dy
 
To be curl free we have
 
curl(f(x,y)) = 0
 
 dV dU _ Q 
dx dy 
dV _ dU 
dx dy 
These two equations are both off by a negative sign from the
 
Cauchy-Riemann equations. If we use the complex conjugate of
 
/(z) we will have the proper signs. The complex conjugate of
 
/(z) would be
 
f{x,y)= u{x,y)- V{x,y)i
 
Now we have met the conditions for a harmonic vector field.
 
It is a well known fact tha.t the complex conjugate of a
 
analytic function provides a harmonic vector field.
 
In [S-Tl a construction analogous to the above
 
construction of a harmonic vector field from a complex
 
analytic function is created which exploits a matrix
 
representation of C. A representation of the intended sort
 
is made by an injective homomorphism from C, a 2-dimensional
 
algebra over R, into M2(R), a 4-dimensional algebra over R.
 
Any matrix representation of the complex number i = V-1 must
 
be such that its square is equal to -I. Any such matrix
 
takes the form
 
/ , f-CF -jUA „
p{i) = with Xp - (T - 1
 
\ X c)
 
10
 
So, p{i) will be used like the complex number i. Since p is
 
deteirmined by just the two' real parameters a and X. we will
 
identify p with the ordered pair (a,X)
 
The representation p is such that when we let z = x +
 
yi, then
 
fx— Gy -py

p(z) = p{x + yi) =
 
Xy X + cry
 
thus
 
(x 0^ (y 0^^-cr
 p{x + yi) = + ''"I
 
^-Gy -py^
 
,0 x^
+ 
Gy ^
 
fx- Gy 
-py
 
Xy X + GyJ
 
We let p(z) act on a complex number w = a + bi, denoted
 
by p(z).w, in the following way:
 
X - Gy -py fxa - Gya - pyb^
 
p{z).w =
 
Xy X + Gy Xya + xb + <Tyb
 
This generalizes ordinary complex multiplication with a
 
matrix representation. This would be the same as ordinary
 
complex multiplication for a = 0 and X = 1.
 
Above we showed that the complex conjugate of and
 
analytic function /(z) meets the conditions for a haarmonic
 
11
 
  
 
 
 
vector field. We intend to create vector fields using our
 
matrix representation. We need an analogous form of complex
 
conjugation. An analogous form of conjugation for our matrix
 
representation is performed by the matrix
 
X a
 
X =
 
0 -1
 
■ 2 
which would act on the vectors in R as follows:
 
X a Vx^ '^Xx + ay
 
X.z =
 0 -iJiy.
 
^ -y ,
 
We now show how to alter complex power series using our
 
matrix multiplication. In [S-T] the definition of the above
 
product allows us to handle integer powers of z greater than
 
one.
 
fz"—^ = z
 
We defines
|z-" = z.(z-(^-^)) = p"-^(z).
 
This product rule will also allow us to have p act on complex
 
analytic functions. Let
 
f(z)=
 
n=l
 
12
 
  
represent such a function on some disk centered at the
 
origin. For a given p we can alter this function according
 
to these new rules,
 
n=l
 
We represent the above complex function by the series
 
expansion of which a general term in the expansion would be
 
Cn = A + Bi
 
For example, let us show the expansion of the complex
 
function f{z)- ye C. First we expand this at 0:
 
/(z)= 1 + 7z + (^yzf (yzf + •••
 
The constant is seen to have the following value.
 
C =^ y"

n n] f
 
Next we pick a representation p = (<j, A), which has the
 
following effect on a sample term:
 
^ ^ irPirTp(zr-^
 
\-yj
 
to give us the following:
 
13
 
 X
 
h = n + ,, + yy P(r) P(^) + TT p(r) p(z)
P \0) - v-'vy; ^ vyy +
 
This can then be conjugated by
 
''X a ^ 
X = tp = 
vO -ly 
and turned into a displacement vector.
 
U{x,y)^

^ = ^ fp­
yyj V{x,y)
 
In [S-T] the authors state that it can be shown that
 
this field X satisfies the equatioh:
 
Ax = 2V(V • x)
 
The field X has the following form as a series expansion:
 
n=0
 
A typical term has the following form:
 
where
 
= A + Bi
 
14
 
 A - CB -jXB
 
p{c.)=
 AB a + OB
 
p{z") = p(z"-i).z
 
By De Moivre's Theorem we have
 
z" ^  ^ = r" ^  cos{n - 1)6 + r" sin(n - 1)0
 
So we can continue with:
 
^ cos(n - 1)0^
p(z" ^ ) = p
 
sin(n - 1)0
 
^_]^^cos(n - 1)0 -(7sin(n - 1)0 -p sin(n — 1)0
 
= r i A sin(n - 1)0 cos(n - 1)0 + G"sin(n - 1)0
 
''r COS 0^
 
z =
f"U
 
yy) sin 0^
 
r = |z|
 
Now that we have everything in matrix form we can multiply
 
the matrices together to get our typical term in polar form.
 
Here the vector field X is represented with components as:
 
U{r,6,X,O,A,b)

x(p)=
 
v{r,6,A,o,A,b)
 
This multiplication was done in Maple and the result is as
 
follows:
 
15
 
 U = r^AA cos 6 cos{n - 1)6 - r"BX cos6sin(i2 - 1)6
 
—r"(A + B<t)sin 6sin(n - 1)6 + r"((TA - B)sin 6cos(n - 1)6
 
V = -r'^sA cos 6 cos(n - 1)6 - r"AX cos 6sin(n - 1)6
 
—r"(Acr - B)sin 6 sin(r2 - 1)6 — r^(A + Bcr)sin 6 cos(n — 1)6
 
Our vector field X can be represented as follows:
 
*r,0 = + V0(r,6)eg
 
with the and unit vectors as follows
 
X (7
 
= i cos 6 +jsin 6
 
Gq = -isin 6 +jcos 6
 
The purely polar forms of the components are found by:
 
cos6 sin 6^
 
r
 
-sin 6 cos 6 vVy
 
We will be using the identity
 
V X(V X x)= V(V • x)- Ax
 
to find the Laplacian of X.
 
First we will calculate V x(V x x) ^
 
^Mathematical Methods in the Physical Sciences, Second
 
Edition, Mary L. Boas, John Wiley & Sons 1983
 
16
 
  
dVa (9^U

V X(V X x)=
 
dS dd^ drdd
 
J
 
<?V. r d^V,
 
V — T

^	 dr dd drdO dr^
 
This was calculated by Maple and further simplified by hand
 
to give:
 
V X(V X x)=[r""^(n - 1)(bA - B + Act)sin(n -1)6
 
+r"~^(n - 1)(-aA + A + eg)cos(n - 1)0je^
 
+ (n - 1)(aA — A - eg)sin(n — 1)0
 
+r"(n - 1)(bA - B + Act)cos(n - 1)0je^
 
Now we 	first calculate V • X
 
V7 	 1 ^ \ 1
 
r 0r ^ r dd
 
V • X = r""^[(B - bA - act)sin(n - 1)0
 
+(aA — A - Bct)cos(n - 1)9]
 
and then calculate V(V • x)
 
V(V • X)= 	 +1 - e.
 
dr	 dS
 
17
 
 V(V • x)= [r"^^(n - 1)(-bA + B - Aa)sin(n - 1)0
 
+r"~^{n — 1)(aA - a — Ba)cos{n - l)0je^
 
+[r""^(jn - 1)(-aA + A + BO")sin(n - 1)0
 
+r"~^(n - 1)(-bA. + B - Ac?)cos(n - 1)0je^
 
Now we can calculate the Laplacian of X:
 
Ax = V(V • x)- V X(V X x)
 
Ax = 2|^r"~^(n — 1)(—bA + B - Act)sin(n — 1)0
 
+r""^(n - 1)(aA - A - Ba)cos(n - l)0]o^
 
+2|r"~^(n - 1)(-aA + A + Bcrjsin(n - 1)0
 
+r"~^{n - 1)(-bA + B - AO")cos(n - l)0jeg
 
As can be seen
 
Ax = 2V(V • X)
 
This means X also solves the equilibri'um equation:
 
Ax =
 
with
 
1 = 2
 
2V-1 ^
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which gives V = -f, however this is outside of the realistic
 
values for v which lie on the interval
 
The displacement field X consists of two component
 
functions U and V, where each component function is dependent
 
upon a pair of Cartesian variables x and y. As we have seen,
 
the component functions must be biharmonic. Functions are
 
called biharmonic when their Laplacians are harmonic. For
 
appropriately chosen analytic functions f(z) and g(z), then,
 
the real part of the complex conjugate of zf{z)+ g(z) can
 
represent the biharmonic function U.'^ If the function V is
 
exactly the imaginary part of the complex conjugate then we
 
call the vector field X an exact biharmonic vector field. We
 
must now make an adjustment so that the value of V is
 
realistic.
 
In [S-T] this problem with v is solved by "convolving"
 
two vector fields in as symmetric a fashion as possible.
 
Since X depends on p we will denote the vector field X as
 
X(p). X(p) is an example of an exact biharmonic vector
 
field. We create a new vector field as a combination of two
 
exact biharmonic vector fields X{pj) and X(p2). These two
 
exact biharmonic vector fields are both derived from the same
 
function /(z). The combination process is related to a
 
product in a non-commutative semigroup known as a rectangular
 
^H. Leipholz, Theorv of Elasticity (Levden. The
 
Netherlands: NOordhoff International Publishing, 1974), 229
 
19
 
band. A rectangular band product on a 2-dimensional
 
Cartesian space is defined as follows:
 
(xi,yi)0(x2,Ys) := (xi,y2).
 
Using the Cartesian interpretation of the representations
 
) and ^2 ^^2'^ 2)
 
we can obtain
 
The following definition is then made:
 
X(pi,p2):= X(p,0p2)0 x(p20pj
 
This results in the following:
 
u(x, y, ^ 2' ^1)
■{Pi' P2) ~ v(x, y, , cr2) 
where U is the first component of x(p^ OP2) with A2 and <T^, 
and V is the second component of x(p2 Op^^) with and CT2. 
This new vector field has the required complexity to be a 
Galerkin vector. To adjust the value of v we need to form a 
linear combination of The Laplacian and Grad(Div) of a 
Galerkin vector, X. As described earlier in this paper it 
20 
takes the form:
 
Y = aAx + j8 V(V • x)
 
where
 
V = — + 1
 
2j8
 
If we had used the original displacement field X before the
 
rectangular band product was used the resulting vector field
 
Y would turn out to be harmonic which is not good in general
 
for representing elasticity.
 
In the following atlas, we graphed the actual
 
transformation associated with the displacement field. The
 
transformation function is different from the displacement
 
field by a linear term only. The linear term disappears with
 
the derivatives taken so the transformation function fulfills
 
all the requirements for the displacement field. This
 
allowed us to directly calculate and plot the graphs by using
 
Maple plotting routines.
 
21
 
CHAPTER 4
 
FORMATION AND STRUCTURE OF THE ATLAS
 
This atlas is made up of plots of deformations of the
 
unit disk as calculated by a ninth order expansion of Y, as
 
derived from the complex function /(z) = . The input
 
values of x and y where taken from concentric circles within
 
the unit disk. The radii used where the following: 0.2, 0.4.
 
0.6. 0.8, and 1.0. The Maple program listed in Appendix A
 
was used to generate the resulting graphs of the deformed
 
unit disk after the points were processed through the ninth
 
order approximation of the elasticity function.
 
Rough graphs could be generated by Maple, but for higher
 
resolution it was necessary to export the values of the
 
points generated by Maple. This was done by using the Op
 
function in Maple to list the plot structure of a graph,
 
which included a list of all the points used in the graph.
 
The list of points were exported to Microsoft Word 5.1 where
 
the points were put into a tab delimited list and then saved
 
as a text file. The text file was imported into KaleidaGraph
 
3.0 where ten segments of the five concentric circles were
 
attached into five circular shapes. These deformed circles
 
were then graphed. Points were plotted and the points were
 
connected by lines. Thanks to the Maple plotting routine
 
22
 
there are enough points to well represent the curvature of
 
the defoinned circles.
 
The ninth order equation was decided on by
 
experimentation with various orders from third to eleventh.
 
No change was seen from the seventh order to the ninth order
 
in the appearance of the graphs. To be safe ninth order was
 
chosen and was used for all the graphs.
 
The equations had the variables: y, a, p, <32, A.2,
 
X, and y. The variable y was actually part of the complex
 
constant coefficient where,
 
C = -1- r"
 
and y is represented as a matrix of the foirm:
 
fA - GB -/iB ^
 
AB a + GB
 
where A is the real part of y and B is the imaginary part.
 
The variables a and P are from the equation:
 
Y = aAx + p V(V • x)
 
and were represented in the maple program by the variables AA
 
and BE, respectively. The remaining variables are in our
 
representation of the Galerkin vector field X:
 
'^u(x,y, , <72
 
■(pi'Pi) = v(x, y, A2 , <T^) 
23 
  
The values of the variables a and p chosen were -3/2 and
 
1 respectfully. This gave us a value of 1/4 for v calculated
 
from the equation:
 
V = — + 1.
 
2P
 
This is in the middle of the allowable values for v and, as
 
stated earlier, approximates the elasticity of a billiard
 
ball.
 
The values of the complex coefficient y were chosen to
 
^ Vs 
be 1 + Oi, 0 + li, and h i —. The appendix containing 
2 2 
the graphs was divided into sections each using a different
 
value for y.
 
The values of each of the variables GpG2'^i'^2'
 
chosen to cover a range of possible values from 1 to -1 in
 
steps of 0.2. In the graphs three of the variables were held
 
constant at 0.5 while the forth varied from 1 to -1. Each
 
graph is labeled with the values of these variables which
 
were used in its construction. A range of five values from
 
1.0 to 0.2 or from -0.2 to -1.0 were printed on a single page
 
except when not possible. The vertical height of each graph
 
was kept constant at one and a half inches so that the
 
relative deformations could easily be compared between
 
graphs. The x and y values were marked on all the graphs at
 
intervals of 0.2. The x and y axes were made at the same
 
24
 
scale so that all deformations are truly represented. The
 
relative sizes of the 0.2 by 0.2 squares on the graphs can be
 
used as a measure of the expansion or contraction that
 
occurred in the deformation.
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CHAPTER 5
 
OBSERVATIONS
 
For a set value of y observations could be made of the
 
effect of the four variables ,/I2, , and The four sets
 
of graphs for each value of y would have identical graphs
 
where all four variables had value of 0.5. By looking at the
 
graphs as the value moves away from 0.5, the effects of the
 
variable being changed could be seen.
 
The three series made with the three y values equal to 1
 
had the most circular resulting graphs for the variables
 
,Aj,CT^, and <72 all equal to 0.5. Since Hooke's law must be
 
obeyed, we are interested in small defomations. With small
 
defo2rmations the unit disks should remain fairly circular.
 
To investigate this we plotted the ratio of the difference of
 
the maximum and the minimiim x value and the difference of the
 
maximum and the minimum y value for each graph. These graphs
 
are figures 1 through 12. As cane be seen, the value of the
 
x/y ratio moves away from 1.0 as the value of one of the
 
variables moves away from 0.5. Based on the graphs generated
 
we must conclude that the values of the four variables,
 
A^,A2, <7]^, and <72. must be equal or nearly equal to represent
 
small deformations.
 
In general it can be seen that the graphs for the three
 
values of y are similar to each other for the same values of
 
the variables. The x/y ratio graphs are also very nearly the
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same. In several of the graphs a x/y ratio of one is reached
 
at a value different from 0.5. However, when you look at the
 
graphs of the deformed disks for these values, you can see
 
that the disks are not circular in shape.
 
x/y ratio for and y = 1	 x/y ratio for X and y = 1
 
1.2
 3­
1.1	 2­
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Since Hooka's Law must hold, the areas of the deformed
 
disks must not be very different from the unit disk. This
 
change in area reflects some expansion or contraction in the
 
unit disk due to the elastic deformation. As in the graphs
 
following, three of the four variables { and
 
are held constant while the fourth is allowed to vary. The
 
area is seen to vary in a manner that can be matched exactly
 
by a second order polynomial. The best fit polynomial has
 
been plotted on.each graph and written above the graph.
 
Locally any elastic deformation can be reduced to the
 
sum of a hydrostatic compression and a shear. A consequence
 
of this is that the free energy of the deformed disk is a
 
homogeneous quadratic in the components of the strain tensor.
 
Since the components of the stain tensor are linear in the A,
 
a parameters, whereas the free energy is proportional to the
 
area, it follows that the area will change quadratically with
 
respect to these parameters.
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We are interested in the graphs that remain fairly
 
circular and we found that these are the graphs where the
 
four variables ,^2,CT^, and <72 are all equal in value. At a
 
value of 0,5 the area is well below Tt square units. Below is
 
a graph of how the area varies as we hold all four variables
 
equal but vary the value they are equal to. As can be seen,
 
are first chosen value of 0,5 turns out to be the minimiam on
 
the curve which is exactly a parabola. An area of 7t is found
 
at two locations. The area equals % when the variables are
 
either all equal to approximately -0.28 or all equal to
 
approximately 1.28.
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 In the atlas all the deformed disks are centered on the
 
origin. We did this since we are mainly interested in the
 
shapes of the deformations. The deformed disks were actually
 
offset from their original center. The offset can be written
 
as a function of the variables Y/ OC/ P' <^2' ^1'
 
The offsets are as follows:
 
Ax = a((A2 - i)(a^ + + 4AB(T^3 + 2ABCT^)
 
+P - H- i)(a^ + + 2B^cI)+ X^(^A^ + B^ + 25^(7^)- ABG^
 
Ay = «[2Ab(i - X^)- + B^ + 25^0-2)]
 
"^^[2 ~ ^ 2!^^ + + 2B^(jI)
 
+AB
(3 + ^2 + 2(72 + 2-^2^2)]
 
In conclu ion we have found that the four variables
 
X^ / X^ / 'and. (72 must have nearly ecjual values for small
 
deformations. We have discovered values where the area is
 
nearly unchangsd and the shape in close to circular. Further
 
investigation of the deformations at or near these values
 
would be of interest.
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APPENDIX A
 
MAPLE PROGRAM
 
The following is the program used in Maple to generate the
 
points used in the plots.
 
• AOl:=matrix(2,1,[[0],[1]]);
 
• u:=(l+s''2)/L;
 
• a:=l;
 
• b:=0;
 
• BeforeT:= matrix(2,1,[[0],[1]]) + (Cab &* XY) + 1/2!*
 
&*(Cab^2,AM,XY) + 1/3!* &*(Cab'^3,AM^2,XY) + 1/4!*
 
&*(Cab''4,AM'^3,XY) + 1/5!* &*(Cab'^5,AM^4,XY) + 1/6!*
 
&*(Cab^6,AM^5,2Y) + 1/7!* &*(Cab'^7,AM'^6,XY) + 1/8!*
 
&*(Cab^S,AM^7,XY);
 
with(linalg)
 
T:=matrix(2,2,[,[L,s],[0,-1]]);
 
AM:=matrix(2 2,[[X-S*Y,-u*Y],[L*Y,X+S*Y]]);
 
XY:=matrix(2 1,[[X],[Y]]);
 
Cab:=matrix(2,2,[[a-b*s,-u*b],[L*b,a+b*s]]);
 
BeforeT;
 
AfterT:=evalm(T&*BeforeT);
 
Ul:=AfterT[l.l];
 
Vl:=AfterT[2,1];
 
U2:=subs(s=Sl,L=L2,Ul);
 
V2:=subs(s=Sp,L=Ll,Vl);
 
DU:=diff(U2,X,X)+diff(U2,Y,,Y);
 
DV:=diff(V2,X,X)+diff(V2,Y,Y);
 
DDU:=diff(U2,X,X)+diff(V2,X,Y);
 
DDV:=diff(U2,X,Y)+diff(V2,Y,Y);
 
UUUl:=AA*DU + BB*DDU;
 
WVl:=AA*DV + BB*DDV;
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 • UUU:=UUU1 - subs(X=0,Y=0,UUU1);
 
VW:=WV1 - subs(X=0,Y=0,VWl);
 
save ^gradS.m^
 
read ^grad3.m
 
AA =-3/2;
 
BB =1;
 
51 =.5,
 
L2 =.5
 
52 =.5
 
LI =.5
 
PLOTTER:=proc(ttt) plot({[subs(Y=-sqrt(1-X^2), UUU),
 
subs(Y=-sqrt(l-X^2), VW),X=-1..1], [subs(Y=-sqrt(.64-X'^2),
 
UUU), subs(Y=-sqrt(.64-X''2), VW),X=-0.8. . 0.8], [subs(Y=­
sqrt{.36-X'^2), UUU), subs(Y=-sqrt{.36-X'^2), VW),X=­
0.6..0.6], [subs(Y=-sqrt(.16-X^2), UUU), subs{Y=-sqrt(.16­
X^2), VW),X=-0.4..0.4], [subs(Y=-sqrt(.04-X^2), UUU),
 
subs(Y=-sqrt(.p4-X^2), VW),X=-0.2. . 0.2], [subs(Y=sqrt(1­
X^2),UUU), subs(Y=sqrt(l-X^2), VW),X=-1..1],
 
[subs(Y=sqrt(.64-X^2), UUU), subs(Y=sqrt(.64-X'^2), VW),X=­
0.8..0.8], [subs(Y=sqrt{.36-X^2), UUU), subs(Y=sqrt(.36-X^2),
 
VW),X=-0.6..0.6], [subs(Y=sqrt(.16-X'"2), UUU),
 
subs(Y=sqrt(.16-X^2), VW),X=-0.4..0.4], [subs(Y=sqrt(.04­
X^2), UUU), subs(Y=sqrt(.04-X'^2), VW),X=-0.2..0.2]},
 
-3..3,­
3..3,title=ttt,style=POINT,resolution=400,niampoints=60) end;
 
• for tempi from 1 to 1 do .
 
» LI:=1: I
 
» PLOTTER('AAi/2BBlS1.5L2.532.5L11G1'):L1A:=":
 
» Li:=0.8: |
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.5L2.532.5L1.8G1'):L1B:="
 
» Ll:=0.6: '
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 » PLOTTER{'AA3/2BB1S1.5L2.5S2.5L1.6G1'):L1C:=":
 
» Ll:=0.4:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.5L2.5S2.5Ll.4G1'):LID:=":
 
» Ll:=0.2:
 
» PLOTTERCAA3/2BB1S1.5L2.532.5L1.2G1'):L1E:=":
 
» Ll:=-0.2:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.5L2.532.5L1-.2G1'):LlF:=" ;
 
» Ll:=-0.4:
 
» PLOTTERCAA3/2BB131.5L2.532.5L1-.4G1'):L1G:=" ;
 
» Ll:=-0.6:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2.532.5L1-.6G1'):L1H:=" ;
 
» Ll:=-0.8:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2.532.5L1-.8G1'):LlI:=":
 
» Ll:=-1:
 
» PLOTTER("AA3/2BB131.5L2.532.5L1-1G1'):L1J:=":
 
» od:
 
• for tempi from 1 to 1 do
 
» L2:=l:
 
» PLOTTER{'AA3/2BBl3i.5L2132.5Ll,501'):L2A:=":
 
» L2:=0.8:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2.832.5L1.5G1'):L2B:=":
 
» L2:=0.6:
 
» PLOTTER("AA3/2BB131.5L2.632.5L1.5G1'):L2C:=":
 
» L2:=0.4:
 
» PLOTTER(^AA3/2BB131.5L2.432.5Ll.5G1'):L2D:=":
 
» L2:=0.2:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2.232.5Ll.5G1^):L2E:=":
 
» L2:=-0.2:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2-.232.5L1.5G1'):L2F:="
 
» L2:=-0.4:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2-.432.5Ll.5G1'):L2G:="
 
» L2:=-0.6:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2-.632.5L1.5G1'):L2H:="
 
»L2:=—0.8i
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» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.5L2-.8S2.5L1.5G1'):L2l:=" :
 
» L2:=-l:
 
» PLOTTER("AA3/2BB1S1.5L2-1S2.5L1.5G1"):L2J:=":
 
» od:
 
• for tempi from 1 to 1 do
 
» Sl:=l:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S11L2.5S2.5L1.5G1'):S1A:=":
 
» Si:-0.8:
 
» PLOTTER CAA3/2BB1S1.8L2.5S2.5Ll.5G1'):SIB:=":
 
» SI:=0.6:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.6L2.5S2.5L1.5G1'):S1C:=":
 
» SI:=0.4:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.4L2.5S2.5L1.5G1'):S1D:=":
 
» Si:=0.2:
 
» PLOTTERCAA3/2BB1S1.2L2.5S2.5L1.5G1'):S1E:=":
 
» Sl:=-0.2:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1-.2L2.5S2.5L1.5G1'):S1F:="
 
» SI:=-0.4:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1-.4L2.5S2.5Ll.5G1'):SIG:="
 
» Si:=-0.6:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1-.6L2.5S2.5L1.5G1'):S1H:="
 
» SI:=-0.8:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1-.8L2.5S2.5L1.5G1'):SlI:="
 
» Sl:=-1:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1-1L2.5S2.5L1.5G1'):S1J:=":
 
» od:
 
• for tempi from 1 to 1 do
 
» S2:=l:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.5L2.5S21L1.5G1'):S2A:=":
 
» S2:=0.8:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.5L2.5S2.8L1.5G1'):S2B:=":
 
» S2:=0.6:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.5L2.5S2.6Ll.5G1'):S2C:=":
 
» S2:=0.4:
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» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.5L2.532.4Ll.5G1'):S2D:=":
 
» 32:=0.2:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2.532.2L1.5G1'):32E:=":
 
» 32:=-0.2:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2.532".2L1.5G1'):S2F:=":
 
» 32:=-0.4:
 
» PL0TTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2.532-.4L1.5G1'):32G:=":
 
» 32:=-0.6:
 
» PLOTTER("AA3/2BB131.5L2.532-.6L1.5G1"):32H:=":
 
» 32:=-0.8:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2.532-.8L1.5G1'):32I:=":
 
» 32:=-l:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.5L2.532-1L1.5G1'):32J:=":
 
» od:
 
save LIA,LIB,LlC,LID,LIE,LlF,LlG,LlH,Lll,LlJ,'PL0T31b.m';
 
save L2A,L2B,L2C,L2D,L2E,L2F,L12G,L2H,L2I,L2J,'PLOT32b.m';
 
save 31A,31B,31C,31D,31E,3lF,3lG,3lH,311,31J,"PLOT33b.m';
 
save 32A,32B,32C,32D,32E,32F,312G,32H,321,32J,"PL0T34b.m';
 
read ^PL0T31b.m^:
 
read 'PLOT32b.m':
 
read ^PL0TS3b.m^:
 
read ^PL0T34b.m^:
 
OP(LlC);
 
for tempi from 1 to 1 do
 
» L1:=1:L2:=1:31:=1:32:=1:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1311321L11L21G1'):A10:=":
 
» L1:=.9:L2:=.9:31:=.9:32:=.9:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.932.9L1.9L2.9G1'):A09:=":
 
» Ll:=.8:L2:=.8:31:=.8:32:=.8:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.832.8Ll.8L2.8G1'):A08:=":
 
» L1:=.7:L2:=.7:31:=.7:32:=.7:
 
» PL0TTER('AA3/2BB131.732.7L1.7L2.7G1'):A07:=":
 
» L1:=.6:L2:=.6:31:=.6:32:=.6:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB131.632.6Ll.6L2.6G1'):A06:=":
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 » Ll:=.5:L2:=.5:SI:=.5:S2:=.5:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.5S2.5L1.5L2.5G1'):A05:=":
 
» Ll:=.4:L2:=.4:SI:=.4:82:=.4:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S1.4S2.4L1.4L2.4G1'):A04:=":
 
» Ll:=.3:L2:=.3:SI:=.3:S2:=.3:
 
» PL0TTER('AA3/2BB1S1.3S2.3L1.3L2.3G1'):A03:=":
 
» L1:=.2:L2:=.2:S1:=.2:S2:=.2:
 
» PLOTTER{'AA3/2BB1S1.2S2.2Ll.2L2.2G1'):A02:=":
 
» L1:=.1:L2:=.1:S1:=.1:S2:=.T:
 
» PL0TTER('AA3/2BB1S1.1S2.1L1.1L2.1G1"'):A01:=":
 
» od:
 
• for tempi from 1 to 1 do
 
» L1:=0:L2:=0:S1:=0:S2:=0:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB1S10S20L10L20G1'):A00:=":
 
» Ll: .1:L2: .1:SI: .1:S2: .1:
 
» PLOTTER("AA3/2BB1S1-.182-.ILI-.1L2-.IGl'):AOOl:="
 
» Ll: .!2:L2: .2:Sl: .2:82: .2:
 
» PL0TTER('AA3/2BB1S1-.2S2-.2L1-,2L2-.2G1'):A002:="
 
» Ll:=-.3;L2:=-.3:Sl:=-.3:S2:=-.3:
 
» PL0TTER('AA3/2BB1S1-.3S2-.3L1-.3L2-.3G1'):A003:="
 
» Ll: .4:L2: .4:81: .4:82: .4:
 
» PLOTTER('AA3/2BB181-.482 4L1-.4L2 4G1'):A004:="
 
» od:
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APPENDIX B
 
ATLAS
 
On the following pages are the graphs of the
 
deformations. They start with the set for y = 1 and then
 
continue with the sets for y = i and y = ^ /2 + iV^/2. Finally
 
a series of graphs was made with the four variables , A2/
 
(T^, and <72 all equal.
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